
Rookie Corner - 047 by Viola
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Across

9 Mod's enemy outside 

post office recalled a 

musical about 

Queen? (4,5)

10 Misbehave with a 

chalice whilst taking 

tea, say (3,2)

11 61001-0 to us -

achieved with malice 

(7)

12 Squirrelly rodent 

with no chin said to 

be in ice box (7)

13 Must-have starters in 

new electric eel 

diner (4)

14 Overlook animal fur 

and nothing nice will 

start (4,4,2)

16 Clingy animals allow 

us to have endemic 

elf (7)

17 Creative paperwork 

leaving net 

emigration policed 

(7)

19 Melon to slice up? 

Act alone (10)

22 Computer 

accessories made 

from mega cold stuff 

(4)

24 Spice balls between 

legs (7)

25 Host juiced and 

drank apple with 

bear (7)

26 Former Brit coppiced 

better (5)

27 Wild rice with Pad 

Thai - 50% off! It 

doesn't cost the 

earth. Or does it? 

(4,5)

Down

1 Permits single civic 

nerd to travel (7,8)

2 Cold food makes me 

cry out loud (3,5)

3 Double negatives are 

examples of poor 

practice (2-3)

4 Think twice about 

giving last coins to 

bums (8)

5 Flies in tea service? 

(6)

6 Stop admitting ice 

cap is, after extreme 

observations, causing 

bad breath (9)

7 Cake heartlessly 

taken without price 

being paid (6)

8 Parp rudely to tempt 

vessels and trade 

courses (15)

15 Stomach digests 

swallowed entrée of 

dormice with tardy 

timing (9)

17 Rose's pop collection 

drew voices of 

dissent (8)

18 Annoyed with 

nosebag it ate diced 

innards from (8)

20 Sign is unfrozen? (6)

21 Team supports boy 

who sacrificed top 

part in play (6)

23 Take nothing in 

exchange for second 

slice of summer fruit 

(5)


